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ABSTRACT: SoC Functional Intellectual Property Infrastructure that differ by minimal set of the embedded diagnosis 

processes in real time and enables to realize such services like functional testing on basis of generable input patterns and 

analysis of output reactions; SoC diagnosis with given resolution of fault location; fault simulation to carry out the first 

two procedures on basis of the fault detection table are offered. Structural-algebraic method of embedded fault diagno-

sis of SoC functional blocks is proposed as well. The method uses preliminary analysis of the fault detection table to 

reduction its size and subsequent DNF construction computation, which forms all solutions of SoC functional diagnosis 

in real time.  
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I-IP INFRASTRUCTURE 

Computational and hardware complexity of modern 

digital systems on a chip (SoC) is characterized by 

millions of equivalent gates and requires making and 

implementation of new high-level design technologies: 

Electronic System Level (ESL) Design, Transaction 

Level Modelling (TLM) and embedded service – Infra-

structure Intellectual Property (I-IP). It means that 

search for high-performance methods and facilities [1-

11] reduces all researchers to necessity to rise of an 

abstraction level of Functional Intellectual Property (F-

IP) models, which are created and embedded into a 

chip. Market appeal of the implementation of a digital 

system to FPGA is determined by the followings: ap-

plication of relatively cheap chips instead of the uni-

versal processors, low power consumption, small over-

all size, qualitative and reliable realization of the main 

functions due to on-chip I-IP-infrastructure that is ur-

gent in the century of mobile computers. 

The research aim is development of algebra-logical 

method of SoC Functional Intellectual Property Infra-

structure that is intended for the diagnosis of SoC 

components in real time. The problems: 1) State of the 

market of SoC Infrastructure Intellectual Property 

technologies; 2) Algebra-logical (AL) method of Infra-

structure Intellectual Property on basis of the cover 

matrix; 3) Application of the AL-method to diagnosis 

of SoC components; 4) Practical results. 

Modern design technologies of digital systems on 

chips propose along with creation of functional blocks 

F-IP development of service modules I-IP, which are 

oriented on complex solving of the project quality 

problem and yield increasing in manufacturing that is 

determined by implementation of the following ser-

vices into a chip [8]: 1) Observation for state of input 

and output lines in functioning, verification and testing 

of standard blocks on basis of utilization of the bound-

ary scan standard IEEE 1500 [10]; 2) Testing of func-

tional modules by means of input of the fault detection 

patterns from different test generators, which are ori-

ented on verification of faults or fault-free state; 3) 

Fault diagnosis by means of analysis of information 

obtained on the testing stage and utilization of special 

methods of embedded fault lookup on basis of the stan-

dard IEEE 1500 [10]; 4) Repair of functional modules 

and memory after fixation of negative testing result, 

fault location and its type on diagnosis stage; 5) Meas-

urement of the general characteristics and parameters 

of a device operation on basis of on-chip facilities, 

which enable to make time and volt-ampere measure-

ments; 6) Reliability and fault tolerance of a device 

operation in working that is obtained by diversification 

of functional blocks, redundancy of them and repair of 

SoC in real time.  

In Fig. 1 it is represented the reduced structure [8], ori-

ented on solving of the following problem: 1) testing of 

the functionalities on basis of generable input patterns 

(Automated Test Pattern Generator) and analysis of 

output reactions; 2) Fault simulation [5] to ensure the 

diagnosis and repair on basis of the fault detection ta-

ble; 3) Fault diagnosis with given resolution by means 

of utilization of the IEEE 1500.  
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Fig. 1. Infrastructure Intellectual Property of SoC DSP 

1. Automated Test Pattern Generator for verification of 

functionalities and single faults consists of a set of in-

put patterns generators, which provide creation of the 
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complete tests [1,2] for the F-IP’s. Generator module 

analyses the structural-functional model of a tested 

block and assigns a subset of such synthesizers, which 

provide given fault cover quality (F
c
) and functional 

modes (P
c
): 
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Generalized structure of Testbench synthesis [1] is 

represented in Fig. 2 and includes HDL-code generator 

that is designed for functional testing and verification 

on the stage of project development.  

A number of test generators on the SoC development 

stage can be considerably greater than a subset of ones 

that embedded into a chip later. So, on the simulation 

and verification stage the analysis of covering features 

of every test generator is performed to search for the 

minimal aggregate configuration of them that is satis-

fied expression (1). It is important to say that within 

the next 5 years the test synthesis ideology for SoC 

will borrow the best traditions of ESL-, TLM-design 

[7,11].  
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Fig. 2. Structure of the Testbench synthesis process for F-IP 

It means: 1) Use of the Testbench libraries of the lead 

companies in the world for testing and verification of 

standardize functionalities, which are designated as F-

IP. 2) Application of I-IP standard solution for on-chip 

testing of SoC components. 3) Creation of own test 

libraries for new-developing functionalities. 4) Adop-

tion of new technology of the test synthesis for a digi-

tal system, based on the discrete mapping [11] of cov-

ering of functionalities and faults of the initial specifi-

cation by means of minimal Testbench set from a test 

library. 5) Application of the on-chip testability facili-

ties, such as IEEE boundary scan and six I-IP compo-

nents, to increase of the technological effectiveness of 

test synthesis procedures. 

ALGEBRA-LOGICAL METHOD OF 

THE FAULT DIAGNOSIS 

The general role is assigned to the boundary scan tech-

nology [10] that is implemented into a chip now has to 

simplify solution of practically all problems of SoC 

Functional Intellectual Property Infrastructure. Diag-

nosis procedure, based on the boundary scan register 

uses information from the fault detection table that is a 

fault set, which are covered by test patterns. Using 

result information of a diagnostic experiment that is 

represented in an experimental validation vector form 

V = (V1,V2,...,Vi,...,Vn), as well as the fault detection 

table F [5], the diagnosis procedure is carried out in 

compliance with the expression, written in the product 

of disjunctions form for all faults [6], which can give 

an experimental reaction in the form of V that deter-

mined by unit and zero values: 

).F(F j
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∨∧=                   (5) 

The conjunctive normal form, derived from the fault 

detection table, is transformed to the disjunctive normal 

form by means of equivalent transformations (conjunc-

tion, minimization and absorption) [6]. Therefore we 

have the Boolean function, where terms are the logical 

product, which represent full solution set in the fault 

combination form (they give the experimental valida-

tion vector V at SoC outputs or its component): 
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Represented procedure in general case diagnoses some 

fault subset that later needs a refinement by application 

of additional flexing of internal points by means of the 

boundary scan register. An example of defect finding is 

considered on basis of the following fault detection 

table (columns are faults, rows are test patterns) that is 

product of the deductive fault analysis and the experi-

mental validation vector: 
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A number of units in the experimental validation vector 

V forms quantity of CNF disjunctive terms (6). Every 

term is line-by-line writing of faults (by logic operation 

OR), which influence on functional outputs. Table rep-

resentation in the analytical form (conjunctive normal 

form) makes possible to reduce volume of information 

for defect finding essentially. Subsequent transforma-

tion of CNF to DNF on basis of the Boolean algebra 

identities enables to reduce the Boolean function that is 

illustrated by the following result: 

.FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF

FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF

)FFF)(FF)(FFF)(FF)(FF(F

4215434323215151

541421543531432321

652315435241

∨∨∨∨=∨

∨∨∨∨∨∨=

=∨∨∨∨∨∨∨=
 (7) 

To decrease of a number of computing at carrying out 

of conjunction in the first line (7) the initial notation 

can be simplified in accordance with the Boolean alge-

bra laws: )FF()FFF()FF( 5265252 ∨=∨∨∧∨ . 

The derived result 

42154343232151 FFFFFFFFFFFFFFF ∨∨∨∨=  

represents all possible solutions (fault covering of the 

fault detection table rows of SoC functionality on con-

dition that the experimental validation vector has all 

unit coordinates V = (11111). Taking into account the 

actual value of the experimental validation vector 

V=(11011), it is carried out the simulation of function 

F by substitution of zero fault values, which are veri-

fied theoretically, but they give zero coordinate in the 
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vector V. Such fault are: 543 FFFF ∨∨= . Final result 

is determined by the next function: 

.0FFF

FFFFFFFFFFFF

05F4F3F421

54343232151

=∨

∨∨∨∨=

=∨∨
 

Whatever combination is DNF conjunctive term, pre-

sented in solution 

42154343232151 FFFFFFFFFFFFFFF ∨∨∨∨= , 

covers all rows of the fault detection table according 

with definition, so addition of any zero row transforms 

function F to zero without fail. So, correct solution that 

corresponds to the experimental validation vector must 

take into account zero coordinates of the vector V. 

Subject to the stated above it is necessary to eliminate 

the term )FFF( 543 ∨∨  from expression (7) on CNF 

forming stage  

.FFFFFFFFFF

)FFF)(FF)(FF)(FF(F

5434325121

652315241

∨∨∨=

=∨∨∨∨∨=
   (8) 

The result represents all possible solutions, which 

make a device reaction, determined given experimental 

validation vector: 

5434325121 FFFFFFFFFFF ∨∨∨= . 

Additional simulation of last Boolean function gives 

final solution in the form of two faults combination: 

.FFFFFFFFFFFFF 2105F4F3F5434325121 =∨∨∨= =∨∨  

Algebra-logical method can be formally considered by 

an example of the following fault detection table M1 

and it can be represented by five algorithm items. 
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1. Detection of all rows, which correspond to zero of 

the experimental validation vector for nulling of all 1-

coordinates of found rows. In this case it is the row T5.  

2. Detection of all columns, which have zero values of 

rows coordinates with zero state of the vector V. 

Nulling of unit values of found columns. In this case it 

is F2, F5, F6. 

3. Removal the rows and the columns, which have only 

zero coordinate values (found in items 1 and 2), from 

the fault detection table. 
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4. Making CNF by unit values of the experimental 

validation vector: 

.FFFFFF)FF()FF()FF(F 434131314341 ∨∨=∨∧∨∧∨=

5. Transformation CNF to DNF with subsequent mini-

mization of the function. It brings to gaining of sought-

for result in the fault combination form: 

.FFFFFFF 434131 ∨∨=  

The proposed algorithm is oriented on preliminary 

analysis of the fault detection table to decrease its size 

and amount of subsequent computing related to DNF 

making that forms all solutions of SoC functionalities 

diagnosis. Further refinement of a diagnosis is possible 

by application of the multiprobe on basis of the bound-

ary scan register [10]. 

ALGEBRA-LOGICAL DIAGNOSIS 

MODEL 

The fault diagnosis of F-IP functional blocks based on 

discrepancy between model and experimental reactions 

on a test forms unit coordinates of the experimental 

validation vector )V,...,,V,...,,V,(V V(T) ni21=  for 

every input pattern. Communication between the vector 

V and the fault detection table 

( nq,1r;p,1t],T[T tr +===  of dimension np× , p is a 

number of test-vectors, n is a number of stages of the 

boundary scan register) and circuit structure gives a set 

of elements, which are suspected as faulty on a current 

test-vector. To organize computational processes, 

which result in exact diagnosis, it is important metrics 

or initial information representation form. An interest-

ing solution of the diagnosis problem can be get by 

application of the Boolean algebra and the fault detec-

tion table M that is the Cartesian product of the test Т 

on the set of given faults F, in the aggregate with the 

experimental validation vector V, where realization of 

the covering task gives maximally exact result in the 

DNF form and every term is a possible variant of pres-

ence of faults in a device. Thereby, the diagnosis proc-

ess model is represented by components: 
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The diagnosis problem solution consists of analysis of 

the fault detection table, formed at fault simulation, by 

writing of logical product of disjunctions (CNF), which 

are formed by unit values of the fault detection table 

rows (5). Then CNF is transformed to DNF (6) by 

means of equivalent transformations. Therefore it is 

turned out the Boolean function, where terms (logical 

products) are full solution set that is fault combinations, 

giving the experimental validation vector, formed in 

the process of diagnosis experiment, at functional out-

puts.  

The following matrix FTM ×=  is an example of al-

gebra-logical analysis of faults on basis of the fault 

detection table in functional blocks of SoC, quantity of 

them is equal to 10. A test of the length 11 input pat-

terns verifies all faults set in the table. The experimen-

tal validation vector of a digital unit V=(10001001001), 

formed in the process of diagnosis experiment, fixes 

discrepancy between unit outputs and the model (the 

gold standard) on four (1, 5, 8 and 11) test patterns. 
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In compliance with quantity of units in the experimen-

tal validation vector V a number of disjunctive terms 

CNF that is equal to 4 is formed. Every term is line-by-

line writing of faults by logic operation OR which in-

fluence on distortion of functional output signals. Then 

CNF is transformed to DNF on basis of the Boolean 

algebra rules. It enables to get result: 

).FFFFFFFF(

)FFF)(F)(FF)(FF(F

841054954

1098485104

∨∨=

=∨∨∨∨=
 (10) 

The last result contains the fault F4 in all terms, it 

means that the fault is present in SoC functionality 

without fail. If to put forward hypothesis about exis-

tence of single fault or minimal quantity of multiple 

faults, the solution determinate by third term 84FFF =  

is preferable (in a circuit there exist two faults, which 

form the experimental validation vector that is equal to 

V=(10001001001) on the outputs).  

SUMULATION FOR F-IP DIAGNOSIS 

REFINEMENT  

Obtained disjunctive form (6) is basic model for defect 

finding. It does not always identify a functional fault 

definitely, so it needs in procedures, which improve a 

diagnosis. First of all it should be noted that all rows of 

the matrix FTM ×= , which were marked by zero 

values of the experimental validation vector, can be 

joined in a disjunction of faults (6), which can not be 

present in a circuit. The creation of form (5) from con-

cerned fault detection table enables to determine all 

faults, which can not be present in a circuit: 

).FFFFFFF(

)F()FF()F(

)FF()F()FFF()FF(F

9765321

7653

21196372

∨∨∨∨∨∨=

=∨∨∨∨

∨∨∨∨∨∨∨∨=

(12) 

Analysis of the expressions, represented by formulas 

(11) and (12) results in interesting conclusions: 1) 

Faults, which can not be present in a circuit, are deter-

mined in the DNF terms, obtained by zero rows con-

cerning the experimental validation vector; 2) Faults, 

which are in DNF (14), must be removed from func-

tion (12); 3) In this case removal of the fault F5 results 

in breakup of two terms 1054954 FFFFFF ∨ , as far as 

without the fault F5 every of them separately can not 

form given experimental validation vector; 4) So, it is 

make the sole conclusion – double fault that is deter-

mined by the term )FF(F 84=  is present in a circuit; 5) 

Computational complexity of gaining of exact and full 

solution set is determined by expression 

)1m2(2Q 1m += + , m is a number of faults. 

If to designate absence of the concrete fault 0Fi = , it 

can to form input conditions for DNF (11) for subse-

quent simulation of the function on the following con-

ditions: )0000000()F,F,F,F,F,F,F( 9765321 = . 

Then simulation result of the function 

)FFFFFFFF(F 841054954 ∨∨=  is equal to 84FF . 

Really, if the faults )F,F,F,F,F,F,F( 9765321 , which 

are verified on the test patterns theoretically, give the 

negative result (don’t distort the output states), it means 

they are absent in a circuit. Support of this fact is cor-

roborated by the following proofs. 

Lemma 1.Full set of all possible fault combinations, 

which are verified by the test T, is determined as DNF, 

and obtained by transformation of a conjunctive form  

),Fk()F(F jj

m

1j

m2

1i
j

1ijM

m,1jn,1i

1iV ===∀

==

=∀
∧∨∨∧ ==  

every term of that is written by unit values of the fault 

detection table row [18] FTM ×=  corresponding to 

the experimental validation vector state 1Vi = . 

Initial information, formed in compliance with unit 

values of the experimental validation vector, is full 

model of faulty behavior of a real object, which forms 

the experimental validation vector with fixed quantity 

of units (fault detection table rows) that is equal to k. 

Every row forms a fault disjunction, written by OR. A 

number of such disjunctions is equal to k, they are logi-

cal multiplied and form full and consistent set of events 

(faults), which are present in a circuit simultaneously. 

By multiplication of elementary disjunctions with sub-

sequent simplification of the expressions and using the 

axioms ( aaa;baba =∨=∨ ) DNF that includes all 

possible combinations, written in the elementary con-

junctions form, is turned out. Considering identity of 

made transformations the obtained function is equiva-

lent to the initial CNF at logic and it is technological 

notation of all solutions (fault combinations), which are 

in a circuit, essentially.  

Lemma 2. All faults, verified in the fault detection table 

rows FTM ×=  and marked by zero values of the ex-

perimental validation vector 0Vi =  are absent in a real 

object. 

Really, the table FTM ×=  has unit and zero rows 

concerning the experimental validation vector value: 

.0V)0101(M;1V)0110(M qqpp =→=→  

The row p detects presence of two faults 32 FF ∨  in 

a circuit. The row q evidences of theoretical verifica-

tion of the faults 42 FF ∨  if the vector is equal to 1: 

1Vq = . But practically the signal 0Vq =  shows non-

essentiality of the faults 42 FF ∨  for distortion of cir-

cuit outputs. Or these faults are absent in a tested de-

vice. Put zero signals for 42 FF ∨  in the function 

32 FFF ∨=  and obtain the result: 

304F2F32 FFFF =∨= == . Analogous, all faults which 
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are determined in the rows, corresponding to zero val-

ues of the experimental validation vector, are absent in 

a circuit. But if it is true they must be removed from 

DNF, written by unit values of the vector V. So, there 

are DNF terms and a fault set, which can not exist in a 

circuit for given experimental validation vector and the 

procedure of substitution of zero signals in the vari-

ables of elementary conjunctions of DNF function can 

be carried out. But, in consideration of the fact 

0...cba0 =∧∧∧  the result of substitution and subse-

quent transformations to obtain minimal function will 

have only the terms, which don’t have variables 

(faults) with zero signal value. It means that the faults 

which concern to zero fault detection table rows (con-

cerning the vector V), will be removed from DNF.  

Theorem 1. Minimal set of all possible fault combina-

tions, which are determined by the fault detection table 

FTM ×= , is computed by DNF simulation on an ini-

tial conditions set   

)0pV(&)1pqM()0qF(jj

m

1j

m2

1i
)Fk(F ==∃←=∀

==
∧∨= , 

specified by zero values of all verified faults, which 

correspond to zero signals of the experimental valida-

tion vector. 

In compliance with lemma 1 full set of all possible 

fault combinations, verified by a test, is determined in 

DNF form  

)Fk(F jj

m

1j

m2

1i ==
∧∨= , 

that forms all solutions, which satisfy to unit values of 

the experimental validation vector 1Vq = . It can be 

decreased by removal of the faults, which are verified 

by a test theoretically, but really they don’t distort the 

output states on the test patterns, that mean complete 

absence of them in a real circuit. So, they can be re-

moved from DNF terms, which are a full set of all pos-

sible combinations. The removal mechanism, accord-

ing to lemma 2, is substitution of zero variable values 

to DNF terms and subsequent simulation (simplifica-

tion) of the function. If a term has zero-component one 

of the variables iF , according to the algebra of logic 

whole term is turned into 0, that means removal of it 

from DNF. So, after minimization subject to the condi-

tion of lemma 2 the minimal DNF is turned out that 

contains the minimal quantity of possible fault combi-

nations (single and multiple ones) that can not be de-

creased without additional diagnostic information in-

coming from the multiprobe on basis of BS-register. 

CONDITIONAL F-IP DIAGNOSIS 

To decrease of precautionary faults field essentially the 

half-division method is used [10], it is based on use of 

an interactive procedure of internal check point flexing 

that provides the obtained fault DNF by additional in-

formation to decrease a fault set. In this case as such 

tester the boundary scan register can be used that is 

able to determine an internal line state for fault re-

moval or its confirmation. The check point choice 

strategy is oriented on approximately half-division of 

precautionary set (removal of half faults by simulation 

on every step) and simplification of the initial DNF. 

The essence of the half-division method on disjunctive 

normal form that represents all possible fault combina-

tions in a circuit can be demonstrated by the following 

example: 

)FFFFFFFF(F 841054954 ∨∨= . 

Choice of the first check point F9 = 0 turns the Boolean 

function into reduced expression: 





∨∨=∨∨→=
∨=∨∨→=

=
.FFFFFFFF)FFFFFFFF(1F

;FFFFF)FFFFFFFF(0F
F

8410549548410549549

8410548410549549

If F9 = 1, it means confirmation of a line fault and de-

crease of DNF size do not happen. It is necessary to 

orient the check point choice algorithm on maximal 

decrease of the initial DNF after definition of the initial 

conditions (Fj = {0,1}) for simulation. Weights of DNF 

powers, obtained in the process of simulation the both 

verification states, can be used as the check point 

choice criterion. Check point choice rules are regulated 

by the following assertions. 

Assertion 1. If Fj is present in all DNF terms, there ex-

ists given fault in a circuit without fail and it is not nec-

essary to test it. Otherwise, if to suppose that verifica-

tion result is zero, all terms is turned into zero and this 

fact contradicts to the existence condition of nonzero 

values of the experimental validation vector V. 

Assertion 2. There is a single fault combination in a 

circuit that is determined by a single DNF term. If it is 

found one confirmed solution in the DNF term form 

other terms should be removed from consideration by 

reversal of them to zero.  

So, the check point minimization problem is reduced to 

the carrying out of two alternative strategies: 1) consid-

eration of variables in the terms of minimal length to 

corroborate all faults in a term by flexing; 2) verifica-

tion of such variables, which turn maximal quantity of 

DNF terms to zero. 

If there exists the function 

)FFFFFFFF(F 841054954 ∨∨=  that has a term of 

minimal length 2 and the variable F4 in all terms, a sin-

gle and the better solution is the verification F8, which 

gives a required fault set at positive result and remain-

ing two terms, which should be probed, at negative 

one: 





→=
∨→=

=
).FF(1F

);FFFFFF(0F
F

848

10549548

 
The verification F5 gives the following results of after 

probe simulation of two function variants: 





∨∨→=
→=

=
.FFFFFFFF1F

;FF0F
F

8410549545

845  

Then, after (F5 = 1), two verifications from three ones 

(F9,F10,F8) should be carried out, they remove all terms 

except one that defines a solution: 





→=

→=
=





→=

∨→=
=

.FFF1F

;FF0F
F

.FFF1F

;FFFFF0F
F

95410

8410

9549

8410549

The finishing diagnosis procedure criterion is obtain-

ment of one DNF term that identifies the presence of a 

multiple fault in SoC functionality. Below it is pro-

posed one more example of carrying out the interactive 

diagnosis procedure by using DNF: 
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)FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF(F 1084198429841106529543 ∨∨∨∨= . 

There is a multiple fault 10821 FFFFF =  in a device. 

1) Weight count of every variable that is a part of DNF 

is carried out: 

233124122)F(W

FFFFFFFFFF

i

1098654321i  

2) Fault presence probability in a circuit is correlated 

with their weighting coefficients. So, to get a single 

solution in the DNF term it is necessary to choose the 

variables with minimal weight as check points, which 

will turn the terms into zero. So the first and second 

check points are (F3, F6), they have minimal weight: 

.FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF

)FFFF

FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF(F

108419842984110652

)03F(10841

98429841106529543

∨∨∨=

=∨

∨∨∨∨=

=  

.FFFFFFFFFFFF

)FFFF

FFFFFFFFFFFF(F

1084198429841

)06F(10841

9842984110652

∨∨=

=∨

∨∨∨=

=  

3) After every step re-calculation of weighting coeffi-

cients is performed, it enables to correct following 

steps: 

123312)F(W

FFFFFFFFFF

i

1098654321i

−−−
 

Here it is established the event of the faults (F4, F8) 

presence in a circuit, which aren’t subject of probing in 

compliance with the condition of assertion 1.  

Verification of the fault F2 gives the following result: 

.FFFFFFFF

)FFFFFFFFFFFF(F

108419841

)02F(1084198429841

∨=

=∨∨= =  

Coefficients re-calculation: 

11222)F(W

FFFFFFFFFF

i

1098654321i

−−−−
 

makes provision for presence of the faults (F1, F4, F8) 

in a circuit and additional verification of one in the 

lines (F9, F10): 

.FFFF)FFFFFFFF(F 10841)09F(108419841 =∨= =  

So, in the process of carrying out of four flexing, 

which are represented by the lines (F3, F6, F2, F9), the 

exact diagnosis was obtained: there is the multiple fault 

)F,F,F,F(F 10841=  in a circuit. 

CONCLUSION 

Scientific novelty and practical importance of the re-

search: 1) Algebra-logical method and algorithm of 

fault embedded diagnosis in functional blocks of SoC 

that uses preliminary analysis of the fault detection 

table for decrease of its size and the volume of subse-

quent calculations, related with DNF forming, which 

determines all solutions of SoC functionalities diagno-

sis, are proposed. 2) It is proposed the reduced SoC 

Functional Intellectual Property Infrastructure that is 

characterized by minimal set of the embedded diagno-

sis processes in real time and enables to realize the 

services: testing of the nominal functions on basis of 

generable input patterns and analysis of output reac-

tions; fault diagnosis with given resolution of fault 

location by means of utilization of the IEEE 1500 stan-

dard. The algebra-logical representation of the covering 

problem has appeal that is directed on optimal solution 

of all synthesis and analysis problems of complex sys-

tems, where the mapping problem exists: 1) a specifica-

tion – a set of library components; 2) faults – test pat-

terns; 3) functionalities – Testbench; 4) faulty elements 

– reserved ones; 5) object states – surveillance lines. 

Further research is oriented on development of testabil-

ity structure of the system and hardware BIRA module 

for embedded repair of whatever components in ap-

pearance of faults on production and operating stages.  
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